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Filters and SUpports in Orthoalgebras 
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An ortho器1gebra， which is a natural generalization of an orthomodular I器ttice or 
po制， may be 咐附d 在s a "Iogic" or "proposition system" and, under a well精
defined set of circumstan仅锐地 element嚣 may be cJassified 在ccording to the 
Aristotelian modalities: 独优岱sary， impossibJe, possible, and con阳嚣~nt. The 
g附ssary pro韵。sitions 恼nd together to form a I侃辑1 filter, that i章. a set t如at
inter脱15 every 源。olean subalgebra in 毒草lter. In this paper, we give a coherent 
account of the b明c theory of orthoal嚣ebras， define and 翠tudy filter罩， loca1 filters, 
器nd 能附iated structures，皿d prove a version of t挝 comp副ness thωrem in 
classical algebraic logic. 

1. INTRODUCfION 

In aJgebraic logic, propositions are represented by elements of an aJge
braic structure L. For cl部sicallogic， L is a Boolean aJgebra; for intuitionistic 
logic, L is a Heyting aJgebra; for quantum logic, L is an orthomodular 
lattice or a generaJization thereof. In the classical and intuitionistic 臼ses， the 
propositions in L that areψltacticaJly or semanticalIy true, probabiIistically 
certain, or logically provable, form a 缸ter F ç;;: L. In quantum logic, suitable 
versions of filters have a similar role to play. 

If the orthomodular laUice L of aJl projection operators on a separable 
Hilbert spac哩。fdimension three or more is regarded 部 a proposition system 
for a quantum mechanical entity (Birkhoff and von Neumann (1936), then 
each state (O"-additive probabiHty measure)μon L enjoys the well-known 
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Jauch-Piron p'叩erty (Jauch, 1968; Piron, 1964, 1976) 

P, QeL with μ(P) 踹μ(Q) 嚣 1=争μ(P^ Q) =I

Thus, in the q注antum logic a黯liat时 with the Hilbert spac苦 of orthodox 
quantum mechanics, the s在t of all propositions that necessari1y (i.e., with 
probability unity) yield th告 answer "yes" when tested ín a given state is an 
order 台Iter that is c10sed under the operation 厅" Q) H P ^ Q of forming 
greatest lower bounds. 

Although the proposition system affiliated with coupled physical entities 
is often presumed to be represented by a tensor product (Foulis, 1989; Jauch, 
1968; Kläy et al. , 1987), the tensor product of orthomodular lattices is 
not necessarily an orthomodular lattice (or even an orthomodular poset) 
(Kalmbach, 1983, p. 264). The smallest known category of proposition sys
tems containing all unital orthomodular lattices and c10sed under the forma
tion of tensor products (Foulis and Randall, 1981; Randall and Foulis, 
1981吟， is the category of all unital orthoa1gebras. Orthoalgebras are the 
simp1垂st and most natura1 structur，部队at can carry orthogonally additive 
measures, and thus are basic for the rapidly deve10ping field of noncommut
ative m础sure theory (Alfsen and Shult萃， 1976; Cook, 1985; D'Andrea and 
De Lucia, 1991; Gudder, 1988; RüttÎmann, 1979, 1989; Schindler, 1986). 

These considerations suggest th母 d部irability of studying fi1ters in 
orthoal伊bras. In this paper we giv告 a coherent a，αount of the basic theOlγ 
of orthoalgebras, initiate the study of filters ìn orthoa1gebras, and set the 
stage for subsequent papers dealing with orthoalgebras and with atlributes 
of physical entities. 

2. ORTHOALGEBRAS 

ln 1666, G. W. Leibniz envisaged a universal scientific language 
(Characteristica Universali玲 together with a symbolic calcu1us (Calcul则
只'atiocinator) for formallogica1出ductíon within this language. In his pap在rs
on the logical theory of identity, he introduced the notation a(fJb for the 
"Iogical sum" of the terrns a and b. N锦rly two centuries later, G. Boole in 
the Mathematical An吟'sis of Logic (1847) and the La巢's ofThought (1 854) 
developed a calculus of 10gic in which the notation a + b was used for what 
we now cal1 the union of the c1asses a and 仇-but only for the case in which 
a and b are disjoint classes. lndeed, Boole was concerned with founding a 
mathematical theory of probability and, for a probability P, the condition 
P(α +b)= P(α) + P(b) is required to hold only when a and b are disjoint. 

ln defining an orthoalgebra, we follow Boo\e and restrict the domain 
甸 of definition of sums to certain pairs which 在，ventually are called orthogonal 

pairs. (For a Boolean algebra, these are precisely the disjoint pairs, but this 
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need not be the case for a general orthoalgebra.) However, we use the Leibniz 
notation aEf)b to avoid confusing the orthogonaJ sum with the inclusive sum 
(or di吗unction) a + b Jater introdu臼d for Boolean algebras by Jevons, 
Peirce, and Schrδder. Orthoalgebras were originalJy definedηRandaU 
and Foulis (1919, 1981 的. ln Har巾gr!伺 and Frazer (1 981) and Lock and 
Hardegree (1984矶的 they were called associative orthoalgebras. τhe sim
plified definition that follows is due to Golfin (1981). 

D吃finition 2.1. An 01协oa/gebra (OA) is a set L containing two special 
elements 0, 1 and equipped with a partially defined binary operation Ef) 
subject to the following conditions for all p , q, reL: 

(i) (Commutativity) If pEf)q is defined, then qEf)p is defined and 
p Ef)q=qEf)p. 

(ii) (Associativity) If qEf) r is defined and pEf)句Ef)r) is defined, then 
p Ef) q is defined, (p Ef)q) Ef) r is defined, and p Ef) (q Ef)r) = (p Ef) q) Ef) r. 

(iii) (Orthocomplementation) For every peL there exists a unique 
qeL such that p Ef)q is defined and p Ef) q= 1. 

(iv) (Consistency) If p Ef)p is defined, then p = O. 

If the hypotheses of (ii) are satisfied, we write pEf)qEf) r for the element 
(p Ef)的 Ef)r=p Ef) (q Ef)r) in L. 

We note that a Boolean algebra L forrns an OA if we agr优 that p Ef) q 
Îs defined iff p ^ q骂。， in which case pEf) q 骂自p v q. More generally, if R is any 
ring with unity 1 and L is the set of all idempotents in R, then L becomes 
an orthoa1gebra if we define eEf)f=e+ f iff ef嚣fe=O.

D拼nition 2.2. Let L be an OA and let p , qe L. 

(i) We 皿y that p is orthogonal to q and write p J...q iff p Ef) q is defined 
in L. 

(ii) If there exists an element reL such that p J...r and q= p Ef)r, then 
we wntep~q. 

(iii) The unique element q such that p J... q and p Ef) q= 1 is called the 
。'rthocomp/ement of p and is written as p'. 

ln a Boolean algebra, regarded as an OA , p止q holds iff p and q are di号。int
(i.e. , the meet exists and is 0), p ~ q holds iff p = p ^ q, and p' is the unique 
complement of p. In the orthoalgebra L of all idempot!号nts in a ring R with 
unity, p J...q holds iff pq掘 qp=O， p~q holds iff p=pq=帘， andp'= 1 叩p.

Henc笔forth ， we assume that L is an orthoa/gebra. 

Lemma 2.3. Let p , qeL. Then: 

(i) p牛qφqJ...p.

(ii) p J...p=>p=O. 
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(iii) p1. l =争p=O.
(iv) p"=p. 
(v) l' 笃信 o and 0' 骂=1.
(vi) p1.O and pEÐO=p. 

Proof. (i) follows from the commutativity condition and (ii) fo l\ows 
from the consistency condition in Defitlition 2.1. To prove (ii斗，部sume that 
p1. l and let q=(IEÐp)'. Then (IEÐp)EÐq=口 1; hence, by the associativity 
condition in Definition 2.1 , 1 EÐ(pEÐq) = 1. Therefore, 1 笃= IEÐ(qEÐp) 嚣
。 EÐq)EÐp; hence, since IJ..p , ((1 EÐq)EÐp)EÐp is defined, and it follows from 
the associativity condition that pEÐp is defined. Therefore, p口 o by the con
sistency condition. (iv) is an obvious consequence of the orthocomplementa
tion condition. To prove (v) , note that 1'1. 1, so l' =0 by part (iii). Therefore, 
。'= 1" 程1. To prove (vi) , note that 1 = 1 EÐ l' 据 (p'EÐp)EÐO=p' 十 (pEÐO) ; 
heno毯， pEÐO=p"口p. 黯

Lemma 2.4. Let p, qe L and suppose that p1.q. Then 

p1. (pEÐq)' and pEÐ(pEÐ币'=q'

Pl'Oof. Let ，.宿 (pEÐq)'. Then 

l 担 (pEÐq)EÐr口pEÐ(qEÐr) =皿 (qEÐr)EÐp=自 qEÐ(rEÐp) 出 qEÐ(pEÐr)

Hence, pEÐr=q'. • 

Corollary 2.5. For p , qeL, p1.q∞p 5. q'. 

Proof. If p1.q, thtln p 5. q' by Lemma 2.4 and Part (i i) of Definition 2.2. 
Conversely, suppose that p 5. q二 Then there exists re L wìth p土r andpEÐr= 
q'. Thus, 1 骂骂 (pEÐr)EÐq=(I'EÐp)EÐq= I'EÐ(pEÐq) ， so pEÐq is defined, and 
therefore p 1.q. • 

Theol'em 2.6 (Orthomodular Identity). For p, qeL with p 5. q, 

q=民pEÐ(pEÐqγ

Proof. Suppose thatp 5. q=q". Then p1.q' by Corollary 2.5; hence, by 
Lemma 2.4, q=q"=pEÐ(pEÐqγ. • 

Lemma 2.7 (Cancellation Law). Let p, q, reL with p, q1.r. Then: 

(i) pEÐr=qEÐ I' =p司 q.
(ii) pEÐ I'5. qEÐr 布鲁p 5. q.

Proof. To prove 邸. assume that pEÐr = qEÐr and Jet s四 (pEÐr)' = 
(qEÐr)气丁hen， (pEÐr)EÐs=(q$r)EÐs罩 1 ， so pEÐ(r<;Ðs) 嚣 qEÐ(r$s) = 1, from 
which it follows that p 百 (rEÐs)'=q. To prove (ìi), assume thatp$r 5. qEÐr. 
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Then, there exists teL with (p (;Ð吟半 t and (p (;Ðr) (;Ð t = q(;Ð r. Consequ告ntly，
(p (;Ð t) (;Ð r捕 q(;Ð r， so p(;Ð t 盟 q by part (i). But p (;Ð t = q shows that p ~ q. • 

Theorem 2.丘 (L， ~， O， 1) is a bounded poset. 

Proof. Let p, q, reL. τhat p ~p fo l1ows from part (vi) of Lemma 2.3. 
To prove that ~ is antísymmetric, suppose thatp~q and q~p. We have to 
prove thatp=q. There exist s, teL such thatp唰Ls， q半人 p(;Ðs=q， and q(;Ð t 硝
p. Consequently, p (;Ð (s (;Ð t) 嚣p黠p(;Ð O， and it follows from Lemma 2.7 that 
s(;Ð t=O. τherefore， s=s(;Ð O=s (;Ð (s (;Ð t) = (s (;Ðs) (;Ð t, so s 信 o and q=p (;Ðs= 
p. The proof that ~ is transitive is straightforward，部 is the proof that 
0 -5，p~ 1 for all peL. li1 

If p, q, reL, we write r= p v q (respectively, r辅p ^ q) to indicate that r 
is the least upper bound (respective坊， greatest lower boun哟。fpandqin
the poset 件， ~). Two eJements p, qeL are said to be d句。ωt if p 八 q exists 
and equaJs O. 

Theorem 2.9. The map pH>P' is an orthocomplementation on the 
bounded poset L; that is, for p, qεL: 

(i) p黯p".

(ii) p -5， q=>q'!句
(iii) p 八p'=O.

(iv) pvp'= J. 

Proof. We already have 份. To prove (íi), suppose thatp~q. Then, by 
coroJJary 2.5, p J..q二 so q' J..p, from which q' -5,p' foJJows by CoroJlary 2.5 
again. To prove (iii), suppose that q -5,p , p'. We have to prove that q = O. 
Since q -5，p二 we have p = p" -5, cf, and 50 q ~ q'; that is, q J.. q by Corollary 2.5. 
τherefore， q=O. τo prove (间， suppo豁出at p, p' -5, q. We have to prove 
that q相1. But, q' -5,p' , p; hence q' = 0 by part (iii) above, and it follows 
that q嚣1. • 

Theorem 2.10. If p, qεL with pJ.. q, then p (;Ð q is a minimal upper bound 
for p and q in the poset L. 

Proof. That p, q -5,p (;Ð q is c1ear. Suppose that p, q~r -5，p(;Ð q. We have 
to prove that r=p (;Ð q. Since p, q -5, r, there exist s, teL with r黯p(;Ðs需 q(;Ð t. 
Since r -5,p (;Ð q, there exists ueL with r(;Ðu=p (;Ð q. Now, pEÐsEÐu=r串u=
pEÐq=uEÐr黯 uEÐtEÐq. From pEÐsEÐu=pEÐq嚣 uEÐtEÐq and cancellation, we 
find that sEÐu=q and p=uEÐt, and therefore that u~p， q. Since pJ.. q, it 
follows from Corollary 2.5 that q -5，p气 hence， that u -5,p, p飞 ConsequentJy，
u=O by part (iii) ofTheorem 2.9. • 

http:thatp.ls
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Corollary 2.11. If p , qeL with p l.q, and if p v q exists in L , then 

p ffJ q=pvq 

By definition, an orthomodular poset (OMP) is a bounded orthocomple
mented poset (P， 泵，'， 0， 1) such that, for p , qeP with p 5'. q二 p v q exists in 
P, and P satisfies the orthomodular identity: 

p , qeP wÎth p '5. q 纽带 q=pv(pvqγ

(s部， e.g.， Foulis, 1962). EvidentJy, any OMP may be regarded as an OA by 
defining p ffJ q = p v q precisely in the case p '5. q巳

Theorem 2.12. For an OA L , the following conditions are mutuaJly 
equivalent: 

。) (L， 髦， ', 0, 1) is an OMP. 
(ii) For p , q, reL, the conditions p牛q， p l.r, and ql.r impJy that 

(p ffJq) l. r. 
(iii) For p , qeL, pl.q排p vq exÎsts. 

Proof We prove that 份协 (ii) 盼。ii) 即(i).

(i) =争 (ii): Suppose that L is an OMP and that the hypotheses of (ii) 
hold. By Corollary 2.11 , p ffJ q = p v q 5'. r二 50 (p ffJ q)l. r. 

(ii) :=.(iii): Assume (ii) and suppose thatpl.q and that reL withp, q 5'. r. 
To show that p ffJ q is effective as p v q, it suffices to show that p ffJ q '5. r. But, 
p , qJ...r'; hen饵， (p ffJ q) l.r' by (íi), and therefore p ffJ q 5'. r. 

(iii) 精 (i): This follows from Theorem 2.6. • 

Examp/e 2.13. 丁he simpJest OA that is not an OMP is given by 

L= {O, 1, a, b, c, d, e,f, a', b', c二 d'， e',f'} 

where, apart from the obvious relations, we let 

affJ b = dffJe 骂骂 c'

bffJc出 effJf=a'

cffJd = f ffJa = e' 

cffJ e=法 d'， affJ c骂 b'， e ffJa=f' 

We note that a ffJc=b' and a, c 5'. e二 but b' 5'. e' faiJs, so a ffJ c is not the Jeast 
upper bound of a and c. This example is due to R. Wright. 

An orthomodu/ar lattice (0搅L) is de如ed to b在 an OMP L in which 
every pair of elements p , q has a Jeast upper bound p v q. It then foUows that 
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every pair of elements p, q has a greatest lower bound ♂ven by P^q= 
巾'vqγ， so that L is a lattìce.τhe theory of 01怡。modular lattices is 
developed in some detail in Beran (1984) and Kalmbach (1983). 

Example 2.14. The simplest OMP that is not an OML is given by 

L理 {O， 1, a, b, c, d, e,f , g, h, a二 b'， 矿， d'， e二/" g' , h'} 

where, apart from the obvious relations, we let 

aEÐc皿 b'， cEÐe=d飞

aEÐb = dEÐe = c', 

cEÐd=fEÐg=e二

eEÐg=/" aEÐg=h' 

bEÐc黯gEÐh=a'

eEÐf = aEÐh = g' 

We note that a' ^ e' fails to exist in L. 丁his example is due to Janowitz (1963) 
and is often referred to as J18 -

It can be shown that a Boolean algebra is the same thing as an OML 
in which di付出口t pairs of elements are orthogonaJ. 

3. SUBORTHOALGEBRAS AND COMPATIBILITY 

Definition 3.1. Let L b在 an OA. A subset L. of L is called a suborthoa拉萨
bra of L ifO, 1 eL" L, is closed under the orthocomplementation map p-p二
and , whenever p， 伊LI with p .l.q, it follows that pEÐ伊Lt.

Clearly, a suborthoaJgebra L. of an OA L is an OA in its own right. 
As such, if LI is a BooJean algebra, we CaII it a Boolean subaJgebra of L. In 
Example 2. 口， {O, 1, a: b, c， α'， b'， c'} ，忡， 1, c, d, e, c', d'， 叶， and {O, 1, e, 
J, a, e二/" a'} are Boolean subaJgebras of L. 

Lemma 3.2. Let p , q, reL with p .l.q and (pEÐψ .l. r. Then each of the 
followi吨 is a Boolean subalgebra of L: 

(i) {O, t , p, p'}. 
(ii) 仰， 1, p, q, pEÐq, p', q', (pEÐ的1
(iii) 忡， 1, p, q， 只 pEÐq， pEÐr, qEÐr, pEÐqEÐr, p', q', r', (pEÐq)' , (pEÐr)飞

(qEÐr)' , (pEÐqEÐr)'). 

Proof. The proof is a straightforward computation. • 

Asa ∞nsequence of Lemma 3.2, eve可 orthoalgebra L can be regarded 
as a union of Boolean a1gebras, each of which is a subaJgebra of L; that is, 
the unique EÐ in these Bool侃n algebr路 matches the EÐ of L. In this sense, 
an orthoalgebra is "Jocally Boolean." [Actually, any orthocomplemented 
poset is a union of four幡element Boolean a1gebras, so it is really Part (ii) of 
Lemma 3.2 that distinguishes orthoalgebras.] 

http:pff)q).lr
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D电后nition 3.3. Let C c;;;. L. 

(i) Elements of C are 阻id to be jointly compatible (and C is called a 
compat必le subset of L) iff there is a Boolean subalgebra L , of L 
wÎth C c;;;. L ,. 

(ií) Elements of C are said to be jointly orthogonal (and C is called an 
orthogonal subset of L) iff the e]ements of C are jointly compatible 
and pairwise orthogonal. 

As a consequence of Lemma 3.2, the empty set and any singleton subset 
of L are compatible (and orthogonal by default). Also, if p l.q, then 位， q} is 
acompatibl苦 (henc萃， or出ogonal) set. We note that 栓， q, r} is an orthogonal 
subset of L i仔 pl.q and (p$的l. r. In Example 2.13, {α， c, e} is a pairwise 
orthogonal 然t that is not an 衍thogonal set. It can be shown that L is an 
OMP iff every fìnite pairwise orthogonal subset of L is an orthogonal set. 
Even if L .ís an OMP, there may be subsets of L in which the el号ments are 
pairwÎse compatible, but not jointly compatible (Ramsay, 1966). However, 
pai附挝 compatible subsets of an OML are compatible subsets. 

We say that th母 elements a and beL are compatible i仔抖，的 is a 
compatible set. The fo l1owing result is a corolIary of Part (iii) of Lemma 
3.2. 

Lemma 3.4. The elements a, beL are compatible i何 there exist joíntly 
orthogonal elements 衔 ， b" deL such that a=a,$d and b=b,$d. 

If L is a Boolean algebra, then any two elements of L are compatible. 
The following example shows that the converse is false. 

Exanψle 3.5. Let 

L={O， 1 ， α， b, c, d, e， 三 g， a二 b二 c'， d', e', f' , g'} 

Organize L in始 an OA by imposing the following relations: 

a$b=f$g 注=d$e=c'， b$c=d$g=e$f=a' 

α$c=e$g=d$f=b飞 c$d嚣b$g嚣a$f=e'

c$e=b$f盟a$g=d'， a$e=c$g=b$d=f' 

a$c=c$f=e$b拇g'

Then L is an OA in which every pair of elements is compatible, but L is not 
an OMPb岳阳U晚 for instance, {a, c, e} c;;;. L is pairwise orthogonal, but not 
orthogonal. We note that the subsets of 怡， b, c， 扎扎兀 g} that form jointly 
orthogonal triples correspond to the Iines in the seven-point Fano projective 
plane. 
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4. DIFFERENCFS AND SUMS IN AN ORTHOALGEBRA 

We omit the proofs of the theorems in this section, since they foIlow in 
a straightforward way from the results already obtained. 

D吃finition 4. /. If p , qeL with p ~q， define q一p=(p$qγ.

Lemma 4.2. Let p , qeL. Then: 

(i) p~q=争q=p$何一p) (orthomodular identity). 
(ii) p.lq挣p=(p$的…q.

(iìi) p~q=争p=q一 (q…p).

(iv) If p~q， then p=q僻q-p=O.

(v) p'=l-p. 
(vi) p =怒p一 O.

Lemma 4.3. Let p , q, rεL with p '5. q~r. Then: 

(i) (r一的@何一p)=r-p.
(ii) (r叩p) 一 (q-p)=(r… (q-p)) …p=r叩 q.

(iii) (p$(r叩 q))-p=r-q.

(iv) r甲 (p$(r-q))=q-p.

(v) p~p$(r一的 '5. r. 

If p , qeL, we write p<q to mean that p ~q and p向.

D吃finUion 4.4. A finite set D r;; L is called a d古怪rence set if either D is 
empty or there exists a strictly increasing sequence 

PO<PI <P2<' . . <Pn 叩 I<Pn

in L such that 

D黠 {Pk …Pk如 tlk=1 ， 2，...， n}

We denote by #D the number of elements in D. 

Lemma 4.5. Let 

PO<Pl <P2<" 越 <Pn and qo<q. <q2< … <qm 

be two strictly increasing sequences in L that give rise to the same dífference 
set 

D= {Pk-P卜 I I k = 1, 2, . . . , n} = {岱甲份叫 jj=1 ， 2，...， m}
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Then n=m=#D and p，， -po=q，隅-幡 qo.

Dejinition 4丘 Let D be the difference set corresponding to the strictly 
i恐creasing s吨uence PO<PI <P2< … <p" in L. W，告 define <f)D = P" - Po , 
noti略 that <f)D is well-defined by Lemma 4.5. 1汀fDi怒嚣 2白h牵 empt纱y diffi岱er砖en
制，附 define <f)D=O. 

Theorem 4.7. lf D c:;;, L , then D is a difference set iff D is a finite ortho
gonal set of nonzero elements. Furthermore, if D is a difference set and B is 
any Boolean subalgebra of L with D r;. B, then <f)D is effective as the least 
upper bound of D as calculated in B. 

lf C c:;;, L is a finite orthogonal set, then D黠 C\{O} is a difference set, 
and we define ( C= ( D. (We use the notation A\B for the set of elements 
in A that are not in B.) Evidently, if B is a Boolean subalgebra of L and C 
is a 如让.e orthogonal 蚓 with C c:;;, B, then <f)c is the least upper bound of 
C as calculated in B. If p , qeL with p l.q, then C= 怡， q} is an orthogonal 
set and <f)C=p (Ðq. Also , ìf 叫L with (pEÐq) l.r, then C= {p, q, r} is an 
orthogonal 岱t and <f)c嚣p(Ðq(f) r. More generally, if C= 队，句， . .., c,,} 

is an orthogonal 蚁，附附 the 则ation CI舍C2(f) • • . (Ðc" for <f)c. 

Lemma 4.8. If C is a finite orthogonal set and C=A u B with A (飞 B=
窍， then <f)C= <f)A(Ð<f)B. 

Dejinition 4.9. By ajinite partition ofunity in L , we mean a differen锦
州 Er;. L such that <f)E抖，

Thus, a fir山e partition ofunity is a finite set E= {p, q,. . . , r} of jointly 
orthogonal nonzero elements of L such that p (Ðq (Ð . . . (Ðr= 1. Note that, 
ìf D黯怡， q, . . . , r} is a finite orthogonal set of nonzero elements of L and 
d=p(ÐqEÐ' . . (f) r 笋 1 ， then E硝 D u {d'} is a finite partìtion of unity. 

5. HEURISTICS FOR ORTHOALG览B民AS

In what follows, we a莘莘ume that the elements of the orthoalgebra L 
represent truejfalse propositions regarding a given physical s如tem， a specí唰
fied entity, or, índ钝d， any si始ation concerning which well-defined, testable, 
two-valued propositions may b带 formulated (Birkhoff and von Neum豁然，
1936; Randall and Foulis, 1981坊. Propositions belonging 始 a Bool路口

subalgebra B of L are supposed to be s衍lultaneously testable in the sen豁
出at it is possible, at least in principJe, to ascertain all of their truth values 
by ∞nducting a single test , performing a single experime时， or making a 
single observation. Thus, to say that a collection C of propositions in L 
forms a compatible set is to say that these propositions admit a simultaneous 
test. We refer to such a test as a test for C. 
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If D is an orthogonal subset of L, it is understood that a test for D will 
assign the value "true" to at most one of the propositions in D. If D is finite, 
then EÐD is to be regarded 部 the logical dl均;unction of the propo硝ions in 
D in the sense th珉，部 a con叫uence of a 怒骂t of D, ( D is assigr时出e
value "true" iff one of the propo到tions ìn D is 部signed the value "true," 
andth时， otherw肘， EÐD is assigned the value "fal盹" Qfcour风 the propo唰
sition 1 eL ìs assigned the value "true" by any test; hence, if E is a 如ìte

partition of unity, each test of E will result in the assignment of the valu号
"true" to one and only one proposition in E. 

Suppose d四 p， qeL with P5. q. Then，栓，的 is a compatible set and, if 
B is any Boolean subalgebra of L with 怡，的 s;;B， we have p' v q= 1 in 
the Boolean algebra B. Therefore, we may interpret p 5. q to mean that, as 
propositions, p implies q in the sense that, whenever p and q are tested 
simultaneously and p turns out to be "true," then q wiIJ also be "true." 

Incompatible propositions p , qeL may or may not have a greatest lower 
bound p ^ q in L. If p ^ q exists, it is simply the "gr宅atest" proposition in L 
that implies both p and q. To interpret p ^ q 部 a logical conjunction of the 
incompatible propositions p and q Îs misleading and confusing-if p and q 
do not admit a simultaneous test, the classicaJ notion of logical conjunction 
is devoid of meaning. SimiJar remarks apply to the least upper bound p v q 
ofinωmpatibJe propositions. 

6. FILTERS AND WCAL FILl茸RS

Insofar as possibJe, we use standard order-theoretic terminology in con
nection with the partially ordered set (L, 5.). For instance, a nonempty 
subset U of L is called an order filter if, for all p , qeL with p 5. q, pe U implies 
qe U. If U is an order filt肘， then, since U笋ø， it follows 也就 I eU; also, 
U = L if and onJy if Oe U. If U is an order fiJter ìn L and Ofi U, we say that 
U is a proper order filter. A subset D of L is said to be filtered (or downward 
directed) i立 for all p , qeD, there exists reD with r5.p , q. 

The foJlowing simple r创ult turns out to be the key to the fact that the 
Stone space of a Boolean algebra is a Hausdorff topological space. 

Lemma 6.1. Let D, U, V s;; L , suppose that D is filtered , and let U and 
V be order filters. Then 

D s;; UuVφD s;; U or D s;; V 

Proof Suppose that D ~ U and D ~只Then there exist 码 ， d2eD such 
that dl fi U and d2 fi V. Because D is filtered, there exists deD with d 5. d l , d2 • 

Since U and Vare order fiJters, we cannot have deU (else d.eU) and 
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we cannot have dE V (else d2E V). Ther程fore， D s;; U u V. τhis proves that 
D s; U u V implies D s; U or D s; V, and the converse implication is 
obvious. • 

A nonempty subset F of L is 侃Iled a filter in L if it is a filtered order 
filter. If qeL, then 

qt:= {peLlq :5:p} 

is the smaJl部t filter contaìning q. A filter of the form qt is called a principal 
filter and q is cal1ed its generator. If L is an OML, then F is a filter in L if 
and only if it is an order filter closed under the operation 怡， q) f-+P^q.

D侨nWon 6.2. F s; L is a local filter iff, for every Boolean subalgebra B 
of L , Fr飞 B is a filter in B. 

If the elements of L are regarded as propositions, we may view the 
elements of a local filter F as tho盹 propositions that are necessarily true 
under a certain set of circumstan何在 ln the next lemma, the proof of which 
is straightforward, we give an altemative characterization of local 副ters.

Lemmα 6.3. Fs; L is a local filter iff it is nonempty and has the following 
property for every joint1y orthogonal tripJe p , q, reL: 

p (Ðr, q(ÐreF仲reF

ln an OML, the map q f-+ p ^ (q v p') is called the Sasaki projection of q 
onto p (Foulis, 1962; S剖aki， 1954). As a consequence of Lemma 6.3, it is 
easy to 革前 that， for an OML, the local 血ters are pr饵isely the order filters 
that are closed under Sasaki proj配tions in the sen衍。f the following: 

Corollary 6.4‘ lf L is an OML and Fs; L is an order filter, then Fis a 
Jocal filter iff p , qe F= p 八 (qvp')eF. 

In a Boolean alg苦恼怠， filters and local filters coincide. In an OMP, every 
filter is a local filter; in fact, L is an OMP iff every principal filter in L is a 
local filter. Even in the OML of projection operators on a Hilbert space, 
there are local filters that are not filters; in fact, an atomic 0剖L isa Bool号an
algebra if and only if all of its local filters are filters. 

lnanOA that 阳出fies the descending chain condition (i.e., every strictly 
descending chain is finit时， an order filter F is determined by the set M of 
minimal e1ements in F; indeed, F=U {P tlpeM}. The next lemma shows 
that a minimal element of a local filter F is disjoint from the orthocomple
ment of every other element of F. 

Lemma 6.5 (M. K. Bennett). Let F be a local filter in L and let q be a 
minimal element of F. Then, for every peF. p' ̂  q 在xists in L andp' ̂ q=O. 
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Proof. Assume the hypotheses and suppose that teL with t 5.p', q. We 
have to prove that t 盟 O. Since t 5. q, there exists seL with t .ls and t$s黯 q.

Since t 5.p', we havep 5. f , from which it foUows that t' eF. Now, t, s, q' is 
a jointly orthogonaJ triple, t$s据qeF， and q'$s=t'eF; hence, seF by 
Lemma 6.3. But s-::;'q and q is a minimal element of F, so s=q. 币1岳refor缸，
t$q=q， 嚣。 1=0. 黯

Corollary 6.6. Let Fbe a local filter in L and let p , q be minimal elements 
of F. τhen p' ̂  q = 0 and p' v q = 1. 

As a consequence of Corollary 6.6, minimal elements of a local filter 
are perspective (i.e., they share a common compJement). 

Whereas logicians 0仇.en prefer to deal with filters (which can be pre
sumed to represent the modality of ne臼ssity or truth), algebraists generally 
prefer to think in 始rms ofideals (which often figure prominently in represen
tation theory). A subset I of L is called an idea/ if 怡'Ipe I} is a filter, and 
it is caJled a loca/ ideal if 怡'Ipe/} is a I仰I filter. 

7. SUPPORTS 

D吃fìnition 7.1. A subset S of L is called a support iff Oq:S and, for 号very
orthogonal pair p, qeL, 

p$qeS骨怡，的 rlS笋白

We note that the empty set 0 is a support. A nonempty support is 
calIed a proper support.丑vidently， every proper support is an order 剑ter;
henc哇， a support S is pr叩er iff 1 eS. 

Theorem 7.2. Suppose that O q: S~L. Then the following conditions are 
mutuallyequivalent: 

(i) S is a support. 
(ii) For every di能rence 制 D， (f)DeS带DrlS笋缸
(iii) For every p刻r E, E* of finite partitions of unity in L , 

Srl(E\E*) 笋 0::::.-Sr飞 (E*\E)笋臼

(iv) For every pair E, E* of finite partitions of unity in L , 

Sr飞 E~E*昨SrlE*~E (exchange condition) 

Proof. (i)::::.-(ii) by De如ition 7.1 and mathematical induction. To 
prove that (ii) 叶(屿， assume (ii) and suppose that E, E* are finite partitions 
ofunity with S ("\ (E\ E*) #- 0. Let d担 (f)(Erl Eη， e= (f)(E\Eη， and e*= 
(f)(E飞E). By (ii) we have eeS. Now e$d= (f)E= 1 = (f)E* =e*$d, and 
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it f ollows that e* = e e S.τherefore， by (ii), S n (E气E) 养 ø. An elementary 
set-白eoretic argument shows that (iii)φ(iv). To finish the proof, we show 
that (iii) 挣 (i). Assume (ìii) and 部部ose that p, qeL with p.1q. 有e have to 
prove that p(ÐqeSφ妓，针 r飞 S. Obviously, we can assume that p, q笋 O.
If p(Ðq养 1 ， let E= {p(Ðq, (p (Ðq)'} , E* = 位， q， (p(Ð韵'}; otherwise, let E= 
如(Ðq} = {片 ， E* 瑞拉， q} in (iii). • 

As a consequence of th岳母，xchange condition in Part (i吟。f Theorem 
7.2, a proper support S must have a nonempty intersection with every finite 
partition ofunity in L. ln particular, if peL and S i翠 a proper support, then 
at least one of the two el棚lents p, p' must belo吨 to S. 

D吃月nition 7.3. lf S is a support in L , we define 

Fs= {p eLlp' f/; S} 

Th苑eω'or时a它em 7.ι lf S is a support i沁n L , t让也hen F凡si始s a 1 ο倪C剖 filt始阳e町r í阳n Land 
t阳h挝e map S 辛H→Fι旨 provides a one帽tωο。唰翩翩心创唰心'0

L and local fi副Itl岭阳e创rs i讪n L.. 
Proof We begin by noting that, if S=白， then 乌= L is a local filter ín 

L. Suppo凯 then， that S is a proper support and let p, q, r be jointly 
orthogonal elements in L. We c1aim that Fs is an order fi1ter. lnde牵d， suppose 
a, beL with aeFs and a -s:. b. Then b' 三 a' and a'轧S; hence, since S is an order 
filter, b' f/; S, and it follows that beFs . This shows that rεFs =如p(Ðr， q(Ðre乌
Conversely, suppose that p (Ð r, q(Ð reFs . Let d= (p(Ðq(Ð r)二 so that p, q, r, 
d are jointly orthogonal and p(Ðq(Ðr(Ðd黯 L Now, q(Ðd= (p白r)，f/;S and 
p (Ð d=(q(Ðr),f/;S , from which it follows that p , q, d f/; S; hence, that r'= 
p(Ðq命必丘Therefore， re乌.

丁o show that SHFs is a one仙-one correspondence between suppor沁
and local fi1ters, it su伍ces to show that every local 台1ter F can be written 部
Fs for some support S. By an argument similar to that given above, if F is 
a local fi1ter, then S:= {p eL Ip' f/; F} is shown to be a support, and it is c1ear 
that F=Fs. 噩

lf the support S corresponds to the local 在Iter F=Fs , and if Fis viewed 
部 representing the modality of necessity, then (owing to the fact that a 
proposition peL belongs to S iff its negation p' d倪s not belong to F) we 
may view S as representing the modality of possibility. Thus, if p, q is an 
orthogonal pair of propositions in L, the f注ct that p (ÐqeS iff 怡，的 nS笋g
may be interpreted to mean that the disjunction p (Ðq is possible if and only 
jf at least one of the propositions p, q is possible. AIso, the fact that S is an 
order fiJter may be viewed as the condition that if p is possible and p ~岭，
也en q is possible. Part (iii) of the following lemma, the simple proof of 
which is omitted, may be interpreted as the obvious requireme掘出at a 
n饵es
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Lemma 7.5. Let S, T!;; L be supports. Then: 

份 S!;; T骨Fr!;;Fs.
(οii均) S i沁sp伊ro叩pe町r 嘈仲蜘 Fιs i总sp伊ro叩pe缸r.
(i污圳峭i刘均i订) S i抬s prop抖er唱静争 Fιs!;;轧:.‘S
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I汀f S is a su啼ppor民t i阳n L , then Is:=L\S程 {peLlp'eFs } is a \ocal ideal in 
L , and S忡Isprovid臼 a one-to-one correspondence between all suppor始 in
L and aJl l∞al ideals in L. The quadruple 

S，凡 ， Is ， S\几

may be viewed as a classification of the propositions in L according to the 
classical modalities possible, necessary， 何!jJossible， and contingent, respec峭
tively. 丁his interpretation and its connection with Kripke models of sets of 
formulas in modal logics is 告xplored in Svet1ichny (1 986, 1990). 

In what follows, we concentrate our attention on supports. This confers 
a certain mathematical simplicity on our deliberations, and the p母rtinent
facts concerning local filters and local ideals are easily 出rivable from the 
corresponding facts about supports. 

8. THE SUPPORT LA'γnCE AND THE CANONICAL MAP 

D吃月nition 8.1. We denote by 9'=9'(L) th母 set of all supports in L , 
partially order窑d by set-theoretic inclusion. 

Note that 0 and L\{O} are elements of 9' and that 0!;;S!;;L\{O} 
holds for all Se9', so that 9' is a bounded poset. Evidently, the set-theoretic 
union of supports is again a support, so 9' actually forms a complete lattice 
under !;;. We refer to 9' as the support lattice of the orthoalgebra L. 
Although, in gener，时， the set-theoretic intersection of supports need not be 
a support, it is c1ear from Definition 7.1 that the intersection of an inclusion 
chain of supports is again a s叩port. Furthermore, sinc在 a support S is 
proper iff 1 eS, it is evident that the intersection of an inclusion chain of 
proper supports is again a proper support.丁herefore， by Zom's lemma, 
every proper support contains a minimal proper support. This proves th悲
following: 

到'zeorem 8.2. 9' is a compJete atomic Jattice. 

Even if L is fini饨， 9' need not be an atomislic lattice; that is, there may 
be proper supports that cannot be written as a union of minimal proper 
supports. For instance, the support S = L\段， d，J， 的 in the OMP of example 
2.14 cannot be written as a union of minimal supports. If L is a 800)ean 
algebra, then the support lattice 9' of L is an atomistic dual 8rouwerian 
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lattice, i.e., an atomistic dual Heyting algebra that Îsωmplete 臼 a lattiω. 

D吃(inition 8.3. If peL, we defin叫p]e9' by 

[p]=U{Se9' lpεFs} 

and we refer to the map [.]: L 叶9' as the canonical map. A support of the 
form [p] is called a principal support. 

We may interpret [p] as the largest support that confers the modality 
of necessity on the proposition p. 有e omit the straightforward proof of the 
following lemma. 

Lemma 8.4. Let p , qeL and Se9'. Then: 

(i) [01 坦白.

(ii) [1] =L\{O}. 
(iii) p '5. q=叫p]!;; [q]. 
(iv) peFsφS!;; [p]. 
(吟 p' !f; [p].
(vi) [p] ^ [p'] 黠 ø.

(vii) s= ̂  {[p] IpeL, S!;; [p]}. 

By Lemma 8.4, [.]: L 叶9' provides an order-preserving map from the 
poset L onto the meet-dense subset of 9' consisting of the principal supports. 
1n example 3.5, [ . 1 : L •9' maps every atom in the poset L onto the eJeme削
必e9'; hence, no eJement of 9' confers the moda1ity of necessity on any 
atom in ιThe fo l1owing definition is intended to ruJe out this somewhat 
undesirabJe situation. 

D嚼nition 8.5. L is modal if [p] 乔o hoJds for every pεL withp 养 O.

If L is a modal orthoalgebra andpeL withp 养。， 1, there are suffìciently 
many supports in 9' to confer upon p each of the four classical modalit拉萨-
8棚四ty， possibi1íty, impossibility, and contingency. It is 础sy to s优 that L 
is modal iff pε [p] hoJds for all 0养peL. We define p .L = {qeLlq .1p} for each 
peL. The proof of the next lemma is straightforward. 

Lemma8丘 (i) L is an OMP iff L\p .L e9' holds for eve可 pe L.
(ii) If L is an OMP, then L is modal and [p1 = L\p丰 holds for 

every peL. 

Every OML is modal, as is every OMP. Also, every OA that admits 
"suffìcientIy many" probabîlity measures is modal. 

http:qeLlq.1p
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9. A COMPACfNFSS THEOREM 

The compactness theorem for c1assical algebraic logic takes the folIow
ing form for an orthoalgebra L: 

Theorem 9.1. Let X s; L have the property that X Iì S 1= 0 holds for 
every proper support Se [l'. Then there exists a finìte subset Xo of X with 
the 姐me property. 

Proof. Let I denote the set of a11 minimal proper supports in L. By 
theorem 8.2, it will suffice to prove that there exists a finite subset Xo of X 
such that Xo r飞 S笋o holds for alI SeI. Th邸， let 

T嚣 {eeLI'O白nile s;X， 3SeI with eeS and S Iì J= 0} 

To begin with, we are going to prove that Te [l'. Suppose e,feL with eeT 
and e S":.f, and let J be a finite subset of X. Then there exists SeI with eeS 
and Sr飞 J盟豆::1. Hen饵， since S is an order filter, feS. and it follo附 that

fe T. This proves that, if p, qeL with p l.q, then 怡， q} Iì T1=0 排p(ÐqeT.
Conversely, let p , qeL with p l.q and suppose that p(Ðqe咒 but that 

栓， q} r飞 T=0事 Then there exist finite sets 品， Jq s;X such that, for alI SeI, 

peS=争 S Iì Jp 笋o and qeS晴 S Iì Jq笋￠

Let J罩在 υ J'I' Since p (ÐqeT, there exists SeI such that p(ÐqeS and 
S Iì J嚣 0. But, then, one of the conditìons peS or qeS must hold, so eìther 
S Iì Jp笋o or Sr飞 J'I 养臼， contradicting S r飞 J坦 0. This proves that T is a 
support. 

Suppose that T is a proper support. Then, by Theorem 8.2, there exists 
SoeI such that So S; T. By hypothesis, there exists eeX Iì So S; T. Let Jo= 
{e}. Since Jo is a finite subset of X , there exists SeI with eeS and S Iì Jo= 
0. Thus, we arrive at the contradiction eeS and e,S , from whìch we may 
conclude that T= 0. 白lerefor窑， 1, T, and it follows that there exists a finite 
set Xo S; X such that, for alJ SeI, I eS挣X苟Iì S 笋豆::1. However, since each 
SeI is an order fiI忧民 the condition 1 eS is automatic, and our proof is 
complete. • 

In terms of the idea that each support Se[l' determines corresponding 
modaJities for all of the propositions pe L, Theorem 9.) may be paraphrased 
as foJlows: If X s; L has the property that for each proper support Se [l', at 
least one proposition peX is possible, then there is a finite subset of X with 
the 路me property. 
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